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NetMovExt
by
Edson Jacobo Armenta Gastelum

Abstract
Nowadays, there is still an open field in network simulators dedicated to working
VANETs. They have been introduced to add some networking characteristics by acting
as adapters or extension between mobility tool and network module such as ASH,
OVNIS, VEINS, VnetIntSim, TraN, GrooveSim. In this thesis, we propose a platform
focused on VANETs atmosphere. This contemporary simulator works with two types of
communication: Vehicular to Vehicular (V2V) in a multiple-hop scheme and Vehicular to
Infrastructure to Vehicular (V2I) in a single-hop scheme. We have aimed our work to
have a flexible architecture for networking side where other services such as modules
can be added in parallel. In fact of that, we integrated a module with our own developed
testing routing protocol based on geographical position. Additionally, we included a beta
propagation module to show flexibility of structure. A customizable GUI was integrated
for easy interaction with user.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in mobile computing and wireless communications in transportation systems
has led to the rise of new lines of research in the field of wireless communications and
the availability of new applications and services that were not possible before. Wireless
communication between vehicles has enabled safety applications such as accident
avoidance and traffic congestion alerts, [1]. Assistance for drivers and safety
applications can feed from traffic information to help users avoid congestion via warning
messages, [2].
Many of these advances have become possible thanks to the rise of Vehicular Ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs) as the enabling technology. As great interest in Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) communications has grown rapidly, [3]. There is also Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communications that make use of fixed communication infrastructure like a RoadSide Unit (RSU) and a Traffic Control Center. RSUs and Traffic Control Centers can
work as information centers that collect useful information about road characteristics
from vehicles. Vehicles may adjust their traveling routes and RSUs may inform the
traffic control center. This information can then be broadcasted to other vehicles for
drivers to take decisions based upon it. Therefore, investigating how to utilize the
collected data can result onto a range of other useful applications, [4].
The collected data from Simulators helps to evaluate new applications. Simulators play
an important role in searching for solutions to real environments. Tests using live
infrastructure is not feasible because of extensive and expensive deployment. Not only
vehicular traffic simulations, but also network layer simulations can be added jointly to
perform an effective evaluation of inter-vehicular communications on issues such as
routing mechanisms, safety methods and travel experience. In a wireless network, a
network simulator monitors the vehicles as nodes and simulates data dissemination
among them through data transfer emulation, [5].
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1.1 Motivation
The latest research has been focused on Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
because advanced technologies have been integrated into transportation infrastructure
and vehicles, [6]. VANETs are considered a key technology for ITS to improve road
safety and comfort. These systems aim to provide services, like traffic management, to
vehicles to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated, and smarter use of
transport networks. Recently, VANETs has turned in a very popular topic for research in
wireless networking and in automotive industries, [7].
The establishment of communication links between moving vehicles carries new
problems and challenges. In VANETs, high speed plays an important factor. Speed
makes standard network protocols inefficient or unusable, [2]. In this field, the routing
protocols have an important task to do. They must find the best choice of ways to
communicate vehicle to vehicle, [1]. Network simulation is a powerful tool to evaluate
the efficiency and reliability of new protocols for wireless environment scenarios, or
proposed networking solutions. This is vital prior to implementing or deploying networks
due to its low cost and reduced complexity, [5].
Most models have dealt with the effect of mobility, but only a few simulate the impact of
vehicular communications, [8]. For VANETs, there is still a requirement to develop new
wireless communication standards, and routing protocols are still a complex challenging
issue, [9]. Therefore, communication network simulators are a non-complex way of
assessing applications as well as protocols, [10]. Simulations represent a significant
part to evaluate approaches as physical test beds are difficult to implement, [11].
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1.2 Problem Statement and Context
As new applications are developed and extended, VANETs become an important
subject of research. However, due to the high cost of deploying and implementing
VANET systems in a real environment, most research focuses on computer simulations,
[12]. Nonetheless, despite the many efforts to provide a simulation framework with
mobility models that reflect real environments and scenarios as closely as possible,
there is still a work to be done, [13].
Some examples can be in applications like road safety, traffic avoidance as well as their
performance accuracy when compared to real scenarios. Besides, some studies have
been made to develop more efficient protocols for on-demand route planning according
to observed traffic congestion or incidents as well as for safety applications. Realistic
simulation of network protocol behavior in VANETs scenarios is strongly demanded for
evaluating the applicability of newly developed network protocols, [13].
A realistic simulation can help to predict and assess the impact of different parameters
of communications as protocols over VANET services. There are some simulators
focused on conventional networks as NS or OMNET++. They provide support to
simulate TCP and other protocols. The most recent version offers wireless channel
modeling for LANs and others. There are few pieces of works that are able to offer a
dedicated environment to test exclusively VANETs inter-communication, [14].
Simulation frameworks are an ongoing attempt to understand the dependence between
vehicular traffic and communications performance, [15]. This has led to the creation of
models that try to provide a suitable environment for the simulation and evaluation of ad
hoc communication performance, [16]. Simulators usually support small-scale vehicular
networks unlike large population in ITS, [8].
Thus, the simulation of large-scale systems will require implementing different methods
of simulation. Moreover, various platforms have been able to model real-time vehicular
mobility and inter-vehicular communication within different scenarios both traffic and
road conditions. However, the majority of current tools are focusing on modeling the
impact of mobility on communications, while a few works on the effect of inter vehicular
communications over vehicular mobility, [8].
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1.3 Research Question
As previously discussed, there are some simulating platforms which connect networking
to mobility for VANETs. One problem to face in VANETs is the capacity of simulators to
support large-scale urban environments. In fact of that, simulations focus particularly on
the impact of mobility on vehicular communications under different traffic and roadway
scenarios.
Scalability is a significant characteristic that contemporary platforms must take into
account. This is becoming a starting point to developing on current researches. How to
increase abilities and capacities of extensions that connects network part to vehicular
mobility for VANETs is still an actual open field. However, the impact from
intercommunication to mobility is also a main part of the current interest of research.
Additionally, simulators with a wide variety of networking simulation characteristics yield
simulations with more realistic results. Versatility conducts platforms to expand abilities
on simulations. Besides, sequential simulation lacks the processing resources to
simulate urban transportation networks in real time. Contemporary platforms can be
enhanced to have meaningful results.

1.4 Objectives
General Objective:
To integrate a dynamic platform where networking models and vehicular mobility
approaches work together in an easily scalable and versatile environments.
Objective 1:
To develop a network core with routing, delivery mechanism and events generator.
Objective 2:
To include routing and propagation modules as part of modular structure.
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1.5 Methodology
It is well-known there are several simulators for wireless communications. Some
examples include NS, and OMNeT++, and extensors like ASH, OVNIS, VEINS,
VnetIntSim, TraN and GrooveSim. Until now, there is a need for simulation specialized
tools that considers communication factors, mobility and scalability. In this thesis we
offer an extensible, flexible, scalable and dedicated platform with some state-of-the-art
factors in VANETs simulators that leads to network testing.
We have added a generator of random events such as accidents. Such events test the
platform capacity to handle and manage communication resources. We have seen that
message delivery may become a significant factor to evaluate the networking
mechanism. Moreover, it is possible to add more complexity to our scenarios through
the addition of two types of communication schemes (V2V, VI2IV) as well as the user
configuration for parameters like transmission range, number of RSUs and so on.
It is assumed that each vehicle has an On-Board Unit (OBU), and the existence of
Road-Side Units (RSUs) along the road that eventually communicate with vehicles. For
this research, the OBUs and RSUs resources are assumed to be unlimited to simplify
the work. Besides, V2V communications for vehicles follow a Multi-hop scheme while
Single-hop scheme is used for V2I. The nodes use the current geographical location of
the neighbors by Global Positioning System (GPS). This information is quite important
to choose the adequate next hop for data forwarding.
In VANETs, the radio propagation conditions rapidly change. It is known that both V2V
and V2I channel models are required. It is important to have a deep understanding of
wireless propagation channels to be able to have efficient communication systems that
provide fast information access. A deep channel modeling, data loss, and
communication delay are out of the scope, [17]. By implementing a vehicular mobility
model, the testing scenarios can represent the closest realistic traffic phenomena such
as traffic jams, high and low density of cars and lack of cars, and so on.
We have taken into account a simple propagation phenomenon. We have integrated a
beta propagation module to add loss of power of the wireless signal. To keep the work
simple, we assume that there are no obstacles that could interfere with the
communication as a clear visibility scheme. It is assumed that a bidirectional channel is
working to exchange information dynamically and simultaneously both between nodes
and RSUs. By this mean, vehicles that have been informed are assumed to be able to
avoid accidents by changing lanes.
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Transmission and delivery have been simulated however data packet content modeling
in messages and security mechanism are out of scope. We assumed there are no
errors in packet delivery unless there are no vehicles in range to pass on the message.
Likewise, it is assumed that both OBUs and RSUs use radio over Wireless Access in
Vehicular Environment (WAVE) with 5.9 GHz and Media Access Control MAC layer
meets the requirements to work properly. Physical and MAC layer in detail are out of
scope.
For the networking module, we have developed and implemented a basic positionbased routing protocol. We proposed a two-phase routing mechanism. The first phase
uses Dijkstra to get all possible destinations from a single source and then builds a
graph of those group of nodes for every time step. The second part applies the chosen
algorithm depending on the module selected by the user, which decides the best route
to deliver the message.
Our routine uses a modified depth-first approach available in the NetworkX library for
Python to generate all simple paths from a specific source to all possible targets. It does
not contain repeating paths or permutations. It then chooses the first path in the list that
contains the least number of nodes.
In addition, to prove flexibility of expansion, we added a beta propagation module. This
module provides other variables for routing decisions and delivery. Moreover, by
activating the propagation module along with the routing module, the probability of
choosing a certain path would depend on the combination of both. Therefore, the
platform might make the final decision through only routing protocol, propagation or the
cooperation criteria.
This simulator is capable of simulating scenarios with V2V which have been used to
satisfy the interaction among vehicles and V2I to enable fixed infrastructure to vehicles
communication. The V2V communication scheme is always active by default. Some
parameters of the networking environment can be set through the GUI. A mobility
pattern is the initial input on a text file. Prior to the network simulation, the mobility trace
is generated by using VanetMobiSim.
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1.6 Main contributions
This research provides a scalable and module-structure platform for VANETs. This tool
contains a mobility model of VANETs. The platform can work with V2V and V2I through
multi-hop and single-hop delivery methods. Our work can manage from small, to largescale transportation simulation. It has a flexible composition where more routing
services can be added as modules.
In addition, platform is able generate random events as means to test routing protocol
efficiency. Our tool is able to put events in any time during simulations. In this way, it
opens a chance to simulate behavior of protocols with a variety of traffic at one time. We
have included two modules with 3 different metrics to select routes. There are routing,
propagation and cooperation criteria.
In order to add more realistic environments, we added a propagation approach through
a second module. A simple propagation criterion where the distance between 2 nodes is
equal to a probability of a link being establishes. A short distance means a high
probability; in contrast longer, distances will have a low probability. Definitely, a visual
representation of nodes can help to compare easily paths resulted from protocols
therefore we included path-layout generation feature.
Now, our work can read a mobility external file with number of cars, car ID, step,
coordinates and speed. For the moment, the platform generates statistics with the
networking behavior obtained from the simulation, by this means; to plan a network can
be feasible. On the other hand, a GUI has been included to set and manage network
parameters of simulation.
In chapter two, our research reviews and describes a brief of platforms and the mobility
simulator VanetMobiSim. Then in chapter three, we introduced our work in detail. The
global characteristics of the simulator are described. Then, the geographical-base
protocol is presented. Afterwards, propagation and cooperation modules, their metrics
and criteria are explained. Then, a description of forwarding and delivery processes.
After that, the interface GUI is shown as well as its fields and parameters. Moreover, in
chapter four, we review testing scenarios and their results. Finally, in chapter five, we
have our conclusions and future works.
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Chapter 2
Simulating Platforms
This chapter gives a general overview of extension platforms for network simulators. It
contains general characteristics, features and general functionality of those tools. In
VANETs, some platforms have been developed as extensions whose objective is not
only join mobility and networking but also create or modify dynamically trajectories.
Each tool works with a specific network platform and mobility simulator. On the other
hand, this section provides an overview of VanetMobiSim which is the vehicular mobility
model used on this research.
2.1 Extension Network Simulators
.
Simulators are commonly used to evaluate new VANET applications and
communication protocols. The simulators that evaluate exclusively network
communication process are shown in Figure 2.1.1. Recently, extensions that can
connect simultaneously external mobility simulator and network platforms have been
developed. They are shown in Figure 2.1.2. In addition, they added features to increase
capabilities. Therefore, we have briefly described the most popular extensors similar to
our research platforms.

Figure 2.1.1 shows various network simulators. They are some of wireless
network simulators which are developed for conventional networks.
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Figure 2.1.2 shows a variety of extensors for network simulators. They are the dynamic platforms whose work is to
join network part to mobility model and other features.

2.1.1 Application-aware SWANS with high mobility (ASH)
It is an extension of the network model SWANS which provide an application aware
model which works bidirectional communication. In addition. ASH uses IDM module to
model how cars follow others as well as Minimizing Overall Braking decelerations
Induced by Lane Changes (MOBIL) module for Lane-change management. ASH also
works with Inter-Vehicle Geocast (IVG) and probabilistic IVG (p-IVG) protocol of
message broadcasting. ASH uses SWANs network model. Among main characteristics
of AHS are, [8]:






Modeling two-way communication between the mobility and networking
models
Modeling highway topology
Modeling mobility states
Intelligent broadcast
Logging and statistical facilities
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2.2.2 Online Vehicular Network Integrated Simulation (OVNIS)
This Platform is a realistic manager of vehicles capable of adjusting node mobility and
generating vehicular traces simultaneously. This extension works with SUMO and NS-3
and controls an interconnection between them. OVNIS counts on a vehicular traces
generator. Moreover, it has a traffic aware network Manager which takes care of
interconnection between traffic simulator and nodes application modules. This platform
uses NS-3 model for network environment, [8].

2.1.3 Street Random Waypoint (STRAW)
This simulator uses its own vehicular model and can create road segments,
intersections, traffic control mechanism. It can model individual vehicles as nodes,
including high speed and inter-vehicular communication. STRAW can set vehicle
properties including maximum speed, reaction time and acceleration rate, road
segments. At each intersection, traffic control mechanism grants deterministic
admission control protocols for vehicles. Its architecture consists of 3 interacting
component models: Intra e inter-segment mobility model and a route management and
execution model. It can be integrated into any wireless network simulator as SWANS,
[8].

2.1.4 Vehicles in Network Simulation (VEINS)
The Vehicles in Network Simulation (VEINS) can evaluate IVC protocol impact on road
traffic mobility. This hybrid framework consists of a network and a road traffic simulator.
Besides, to support control between network and vehicular simulator, it has a
communication channel. This platform uses OMNET++ as its network simulator.
Dedicated modules are used to support communication. On the other hand, for
vehicular simulation uses SUMO. It receives commands from OMNET++ through
mobility traces are generated. OMNET++ uses theses traces to modify routes and
speed of vehicles. By using Veins, protocols can be evaluated both V2V and V2I, [8].
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2.1.5 Vehicular Network Integrated Simulator (VNetIntSim)
This platform has modules to link INTEGRATION traffic simulator with communication
network platform OPNET by a bidirectional channel. Upon VNetIntSim starts execution,
the channel gets established. Then, both simulator exchanges initial messages and they
get synchronized. OPNET receives location of each vehicle which is sent and calculated
from INTEGRATION. Then, vehicles information becomes updated by one of linking
modules. It can simulate simple V2V and V2I scenarios, [8].

2.1.6 Traffic and Network Simulation Environment (TraNS)
In this platform Traffic and Network Simulation Environment is 2 modes of simulation.
By network centric simulation traffic flow is generated i.e. music or travel information.
The traffic simulator generates a simulation trace and the network simulator the trace
file. In application-centric simulation, extraordinary events can be generated e.g.
collision avoidance and abrupt braking. Sumo is used as mobility simulator and NS-3 as
network platform, [8].

2.1.7 Integrated Wireless and Traffic Platform for Real-Time Road Traffic
Management Solutions (iTETRIS)
It is a large-scale ITS applications simulator for vehicular networks. It supports WiMAX,
UMTS, DVB-H wireless and radio access technologies as well as ETSI. It has a
modular composition and supports external modules. It is known that this platform
performs accurate and complex simulations for realistic traffic scenarios. iTETRIS
accepts files from SUMO which interact with NS-3. Moreover, some features were
added as fuel consumption information, speed and route changes suggestion beside
traffic congestion, [8].
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2.1.8 Automesh
This ITS-application simulation framework works with both QUALNET or NS-2 as
network model. Automesh has 5 modules in its structure. It has a module for intervehicle communication which receives the data from driving simulator to modify routes.
It generates a dynamic mobility model for each vehicle that supports speed limits, traffic
signals, acceleration and deceleration. Propagation module takes charge of evaluation
for correctness and performance of communication protocols. By geographic database
module, geographic information becomes available. Finally, it provides a Graphical user
interface to configure and playing simulations. Automesh offers 3 plug-in modules to
take care of vehicle control, propagation and communication control, [8].

2.1.9 GrooveSim
It works with its own communication model and traffic vehicular model. The author has
included the Groovenet routing protocol. It is a hop-based communication protocol with
a dedicated short-range communication. The communication part models a two-state
Gilbert Elliot Markov, a collision and a channel model to assure concurrent
communication. By using a message diffusion mode, the communication protocol works
to periodically exchange congestion information. For critical information, it uses
message directed mode to immediately report alert messages. The mobility model
based on number of vehicles, road segments speed limits minimum and maximum
speed and a Markovian four-state probabilistic model determines vehicular mobility, [8].
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2.2 VANET Mobility Simulator (VanetMobiSim)
The performance of network protocols is affected by connectivity dynamics when they
are used in large-scale communication systems. The high-speed, driving rulesconstrain, and road topology-limited mobility are unique characteristics on vehiclebased networks. VanetMobiSim is one of the most realistic and configurable tool for the
generation of vehicular motion in the category of isolated models therefore, the car
following model, an intersection management and multilane capability demonstrated
that they are the minimum requirements for a realistic modeling of vehicular motion,
[18].
VanetMobiSim considers the selection of the road topology. The length of streets, he
frequency of intersections, the density of buildings can significantly impact mobility
metrics. VanetMobiSim allows to define the road topology by four ways: (a) user-defined
graphic (XY coordinates define by user), (b) GDP map (city map imported .GDF
restricted files), (c) TIGER map (city map imported from TIGER data base only for
USA), (d) Clustered Voronoi graph (randomly generated by Voronoi tessellation). They
are shown in Fig 2.2.1. In this way, this platform can emulate urban and rural scenarios,
[18].

Fig. 2.2.2. The four simulation areas which VanetMobiSim supports as source for simulations.

Mobility models which belong to car-to-car category provide a reliable image of real
world vehicular dynamics. The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) comes from the carfollowing category. At first, the IDM-IM arose and brought with him the intersection
handling to the car-to-car interaction by IDM. It can manage crossroads controlled by
stop signs. Secondly, the IDM-LC, it added overtaking capability to vehicles and is
based on the MOBIL lane changing model, [2].
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VanetMobiSim works based on CanuMobiSim which it is a simulator coded in Java and
generates mobility traces. VanetMobiSim adds the vehicular mobility support a higher
degree of realism. VanetMobiSim produces detailed vehicular movement traces with a
high degree of realism. VanetMobiSim consists mainly on a vehicular spatial model
which is composed of spatial elements, [19].
VanetMobiSim takes into account intersection handling using stop signs and traffic
lights, it allows vehicles to change lanes to overtake each other and introduces multi
lane roads [19]. It makes uses of Intelligent Driving Model with Intersection
Management (IDM-IM) and Intelligent Driving Model with Lane Change (IDM-LC), [2].
The IDM-LC through VanetMobiSim was used to simulate vehicular mobility along with
realistic user’s behavior and topology traits.
A user-defined model uses a set of vertices and edges composing the backbone of the
vehicular spatial model. This vehicular oriented model supports microscopic level
mobility model named IDM-LC describing perfectly car-to-car, intersection
managements and overtaking model (MOBIL). Overtaking features interact with IDM-IM
to manage lane changes and vehicle accelerations and decelerations. The IDM-LC
model supports parameters speed, vehicle’s length, maximal acceleration and
deceleration, and Intersection management, [20].
In addition to the previous enhancements, macro and micro mobility features are taken
into account. Our study took in advantages of those two since we describe a road
topology called User-defined graph, stop signs, and a trip generator module that defines
the sets of points or interest and also a path computation module which compute the
best path among points. This last feature works by three different ways to select the
best way to reach the destination. The first runs a Dijkstra's algorithm, the second not
only considers the length, but also traffic jam levels and the last one takes the two
previous ways plus the road speed limit. As mentioned, micro-mobility traits are
included as well.
Aspects related to an individual car's speed, acceleration, smooth speed variation, car
queues, traffic jams and over takings. Note that all of them give more realism to
vehicular movements. Moreover, mobility models are in the latter features however this
study works with only one of them, IDM-LC model. It computes individual car's speed
based on the presence or nearby vehicles interacting with intersection management and
overtaking features. This section only provides a general description of the mobility tool,
specific information please refer to [2] and [19].
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Chapter 3
NetMovExt
This chapter contains the main parts of the platform we proposed. It gives a whole
description of our research. We have considered 5 important points to describe in detail.
One, global characteristics where a general overview is described. Two, geographical
based protocol, where we have proposed a simple protocol to test routing mechanism.
Three, we present a beta propagation module and cooperation criteria. Four, the
forwarding and delivery processes are introduced. And finally, the GUI is shown and
described. These chapters sections work as the main reference of details mentioned
throughout this thesis.
3.1 Global Characteristics
To develop our research, we have used Python. It is an open-source programming
language. We chose python because of its ease of use, wide support in the scientific
community and rapid prototyping capabilities that allowed us to focus on the content
other than the tool. It has been used in multiple fields as: education, engineering and
scientific and numerical computing and so on. It provides a friendly environment to
users ranging from beginners to experienced programmers. There is widely available
online support information, code examples, recipes and patterns on official
https://www.python.org/.
We have implemented the routing module following an extensible design based on
inheritance principles of Object Oriented Programming. By implementing a parent class
module as an Abstract Base Class (ABS), we provide an enforcing template for new
modules being implemented. Thus, every module must inherit from parent class module
and implement all three abstract methods that are assumed as a contract for it to work
seamlessly with the rest of the system.
The core is composed by two primary modules. The geographical protocol module
works with geographical location to select paths. And a propagation module which
works with a simple propagation “beta” method. Then, a feature as well which combines
both criteria to make a decision for routing. We need a mobility pattern as input for our
platform, we have used primarily variables in the text output file from VanetMobiSim.
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Mobility generator gets its information from a customizing XML file. Simulation is
created through a simulating area in which nodes are set and specified by a mobility
model. Time simulation is given by number of steps and roads are built with vertex
coordinates. Moreover, speed, and other important parameters must be turned on.
Once the input file is run, a summary file is generated in the same directory in which the
input file is located. This file contains the result from output with autos, RSUs, and flow
of messages: source and destination.
The core receives the input and queries the current routing module for the selected path
chosen according to the algorithm. Then the control returns to the core that uses this
output path to carry on with the execution of the simulation. Figure 3.1.1 shows the
structure of simulator.

Figure 3.1.1 shows the layout of simulator. As input, networking parameters and mobility trace. In the core, preprocessing, data, simulation processor, network model. As output, a text file and charts

Figure 3.1.2 shows how the routine works with external data and internal process.
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Figure 3.1.2 shows the flowchart. It contains the main routine to make decisions

A GUI was integrated with customizable parameters to set a network. Through the GUI,
platform can be controlled, there are buttons for RUN, RESET and QUIT. Additionally, it
can provide statistic chart, graphs of nodes, RSU coordinates. The way to use it is
shown in figure. 3.1.3.
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Figure 3.1.3 shows how to use the tool, from top to bottom and right to left.

Our tool can display out different information through the output sections. It consists of 2
sections. The first shows a general output. It can display available cars per step,
accident per step, RSU status coverage, sending node and receiving node. Second
screen trace output, shows up information similarly to number one but it shows only
specific cars previously selected. Also, platform has a default graph display to show
statistics. It has been defined to display out message per step, messages per RSU.
We have proposed generating events such as the occurrence of accidents. They are
random events that can occur multiple times throughout the simulation. With accidents,
routing can be tested. We used an exponential distribution to generate the time between
accidents with

within the preprocessing stage.
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An accident happens at a specific spot and lane to any car even if the speed

is

zero. Accidents have a certain lifetime
in steps. They are assumed to have been
resolved by the end of their lifetime. Only one accident can occur to any specific car at
any particular time.
There is always a same direction lane available for vehicles to take over and keep their
way without stopping. In other words, at the moment cars involved in accidents do not
affect lane transit. Cars are assumed to have the same power radio range
. A car
antenna is at the center above the roof. The propagation is assumed to spread with
equal power in all directions. When a new vehicle enters the radio range
of an
informed one, it receives the warning and becomes informed.
For V2V scheme communication, we have worked with emergency messages
dissemination. These messages contain accident warnings which travel and inform
other cars. A car can send and receive any number of messages within its range. We
proposed routing protocols that use “the fewest hops” or “short distance, higher
probability” as criteria to spread emergency messages. The former protocol is based on
geographical location of vehicles and the latter uses distance between nodes to
calculate a probability. There is always a GPS active onboard.
For V2I method, RSUs were included in a median strip along the road. To keep things
simple, we have limited the amount of possible RSUs along the analyzed area. They
can be placed only if the distance between their coverage does not overlap each other.
If one of the cars reaches an RSU, it passes on the message that contains the
existence of the accident. Then the RSU will send the message to all cars in its
coverage.
In Vehicles, OBUs are in charge of all communications and computation tasks, while
GPS works to acquire geographical position. As we stated previously, there is an infinite
amount of network resources for communication units and infrastructure; so that
reception, processing and retransmission of messages can be done simultaneously at
any scale regardless of the number of vehicles involved.
In a future stage, a significant feature to include is a dedicated bidirectional link between
mobility model and network part. This contribution will provide route planning control on
demand by changing routes dynamically. As mentioned before, other services can be
included by adding more modules. A more complex propagation service, a model of
data in packets or a security scheme module. Likewise, many protocols to test can be
developed and tested.
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3.2 Core
3.2.1 Geographical-based Protocol Module
Before our main processing routine, we designed a pre-process stage or “discovery
process”, where we go through every time step and build a graph with nodes as cars
and edges as geographic distance of cars within transmission range, all remaining
disconnected nodes are removed.
We created an initial route table with edges among nodes that are within the
parameterized transmission range. We bring back the system graph for every time step
with the corresponding system information and update them to the corresponding step
inside the initial route table. In this way, we save computation time by avoiding the
“discovery stage” at the beginning of each time step.
Therefore, at every time step inside the main routine, we retrieve the corresponding
graph from the initial route table to run the routing process only if required by an
accident occurrence. In this way, the routing process starts with identifying
corresponding neighbors to the source node from the information saved in the table.
Later, if an accident occurs both modules can find a path and update the table.
As mentioned above, we proposed a geographical-position based protocol to route data
to prove functionality. It selects the best path with “fewest-hops” criterion. Basically, it
was developed as following:
1. It uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to gather all possible node destinations for a single
selected source node.
2. Secondly, it uses an optimized version of Depth First Search (DFS) to find all
combinatorial simple paths.
3. Thirdly, it calculates the size of each path and returns the shortest one.
4. Once that the best path is selected, the mechanism delivers the message to a
target.
DFS uses a modified depth first approach available in the NetworkX library. This
resource generates all simple paths from a specific source to all non-repeating possible
targets. The graph is formed only with a group of nodes in transmission range of any of
those vehicles.
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3.2.2 Propagation Module and Cooperation
A significant part of VANETs networking simulation is undoubtedly propagation
phenomena. Our research includes a simple propagation module “beta” to offer a more
realistic environment. Besides, by the second module addition, flexible structure is
shown. We have proposed a scheme with probabilities for single edges among nodes.
The distance is proportionally inverse to the probability of link establishment between
two nodes. That means that longer distances yield lower probabilities to establish a
connection hindering message forwarding. Thus, the routing mechanism will prefer
taking the highest probability link between two nodes to route the message. That will
help to ensure message delivery to the next node.
As the result for both modules working together, the system gives a weighted
combination of probability and number of hops. Then, the delivery mechanism currently
uses weights of 80% for propagation criterion and the rest 20% for “fewest hop”
criterion. For the cooperation criteria, we established the following simple equation that
produces higher values for shorter routes and lower values for the longer ones, Figure
3.2.1. Finally, the system will pick the path with the higher value result.

Figure 3.2.1 shows the cooperation criteria equation. To combine
both propagation and routing criterion, this equation was
formulated.

Summarizing, the final delivery mechanism works with three possible criteria.
1. Based on the routing module working with “the fewest-hops” criteria to route and
deliver message.
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2. Based on the propagation module working “with the highest probability on
shortest distance” criteria for delivering.
3. Based on cooperation between propagation and routing modules. This
mechanism weights highest probability criterion with 80% and the fewest-hop
criterion with 20%. The final decision is the highest grade as result of the
cooperation of both modules.
The highest probability in third criterion has always higher priority over the fewest-hops
criterion. This resolution method works always if both modules are active at the same
time. In case that the propagation module was the only one active the result would be
exclusively the highest probability. In other words, the path with the shortest total
distance among the possible paths.

3.2.3 Forwarding and delivery
In V2V, emergency messages must be transmitted on high priority from vehicle to
vehicles with a multi-hop scheme. At the time of the event, the affected car sends
emergency messages to in range cars passing by.
The conditions for V2V in multi-hop retransmission are:
1. Cars retransmit to any other car that comes within range and hasn’t been
informed.
2. An accident can be transmitted, forwarded and delivered only if its life is not over
yet.
3. Cars in opposite direction can communicate each other as long as they are in
range.
4. A car involved in an accident cannot receive its own warning from others.
5. The number of hops is fixed to 1 as default value.
For V2I, the single hop scheme does not use any routing mechanism. Each vehicle
gives the RSUs the message when it is within car’s range . In a similar fashion, when
a car enters to the RSU coverage , it receives a message. The RSU does not know
which car drops a message. The tool can position and locate RSUs gathering the
geographical location and distributing them to avoid overlapping areas.
In some cases, warnings can reach the RSUs depending on whether there is a least
one car in which the message can go through. That vehicle must be the closest one at
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least
from that RSU. Then, RSU will broadcast the message to all cars within its
transmission range
including the car which delivered the message in RSU.
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3.3 GUI
The GUI holds four components in which one is to input values and the other three
display different information, see Figure 3.3.1.

Figure 3.3.1 shows the main panel of the GUI. Some parameters are customizable.

1. First Quadrant holds several text fields to introduce initial values:
a. Commands:
i. Run: To play simulation
ii. Reset: To clear text fields and graphs
iii. Quit: To close simulator
b. Input file: To select the initial text file
c. Configuration: To set simulation parameters
i. Duration: To set accident duration
ii. RSU Number: To set the amount for RSU
iii. RSU Range: To set the radio of coverage
iv. Car Range: To set the antenna car coverage
v.
Hop cutoff: To set the maximum number of hops
vi. Tracing cars: To set the auto Id to trace
vii. RSUs: To show the center of location for RSUs
d. Random Mode: To set accident generation
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i. Lambda: To set the number of events
ii. Divider: To set the interval of time for each Lambda
e. Single Accident Mode: To set an isolate generation
i. Step: To set the isolate step to monitor
ii. Car: To set the isolate car to monitor
f. Modules
i. Routing: To set criteria of fewest hops
ii. Propagation: To set criteria of shortest distance
iii. Both: to set criteria of 80-20%
g. Time: To display computational time.
2. Second Quadrant: It displays the whole output of simulation
3. Third Quadrant: It display the specific output
4. Fourth Quadrant: To select and display result charts
a. Graph Tools: To set specific step, source and destination as well as
“draw” to get node graph:
i. Step: To display the node graph on a specific step
ii. Source: to display the graph for a specific node
iii. Destination: to display the graph for a specific destination
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Chapter 4
Results
We analyzed how the cars behaved as we tested against different population sizes and
simulation length. Several situations may be found in a city from low to high density in
different hours. Our selected scenarios emulated the closest situation to the reality of
urban environment in a city. Then, we conducted simulations to demonstrate
functionality and performance of our platform.
During the simulation, vehicles move in-road according to the IDM-LC model. Vehicles
are uniformly generated and distributed at the vertices of the roads. They have
maximum and minimum speed

and

. The vehicles can accelerate

and decelerate
to their speed. Parameters as time, population and others
were set up in VanetMobiSim. Vehicular parameters are in the Figure 4.1

Figure 4.1 shows the vehicular and networking parameters for test-bed scenarios.
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For our proposed scenarios, we had one road along 1 km with two lanes per direction.
Scenarios with a large XY coordinates area can be simulated by setting “simulation
area” on VanetMobiSim. The size of area depending on the road topology source. We
used User-defined graph nevertheless our platform must be modified depending on
which source was used. Our vehicles are running along road
by a determined time .
We have observed different behaviors as much as a variety of cars and time. The
proposed time and population of cars were based on observed behaviors according to
distance.
Vehicles run along on the evaluation area of our analysis shown in the figure as a red
square. When vehicles reach the end, they turn back on the opposite direction of the
road. The endpoints of the road and their immediate neighboring area in the graphic
representation were discarded to simplify the work. The blue line represents the track
line where RSUs can be placed. A graphical representation is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Shows a view of mobility simulation. One road with two lanes per direction. The
red rectangle shows the evaluated area, the blue line represents where to place RSUs and
the smalls square are vehicles.
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We considered 1000 as a maximum standard base time
for a sufficient interaction
among cars. Regarding cars, we emulated “traffic jam” by observing the number of cars
in . A “high density” of cars represents a quick interaction among cars in an instant.
Thus, we considered 2000 cars as “high density” as well as “low density” with 100
autos. For V2V, we have a default and minimum value of hops
. And for V2I,
there were no overlapping areas between RSUs coverage. All the parameters are
shown in Table 4.3

Figure 4.3 shows the simulation parameters for scenarios.

Sometimes, we included two or more scenarios in one test. We consider a scenario with
“low density” of cars at
in . The last interesting scenario considered traffic “high
density” and traffic jam. Our platform has customizable features like car transmission
range, amount of RSUs and the routing modules enabled among others. All the testing
scenarios are in the following Figure 4.4
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Table 4.4 shows the testing scenarios proposed to prove functionality and performance.

For all testing scenarios, we have evaluated schemes of communication as “networking
challenges”. Besides V2V and V2I, we have called V2I to describe the direction of
transmission from vehicle to infrastructure. In this way, we can analyze if the platform
works with a method or more for communication.
Moreover, we firstly ran each scenario with RANDOM MODE to discover where many
messages took place. It means that vehicles formed a network. Once we chose a car in
that network, we went secondly on SINGLE MODE to put specifically an accident on
that isolated car in previously discovered step.
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4.1 Basic Functionality Scenario
The front panel of the GUI is shown in Figure 4.1.1 Only V2V occurred due to there
were no RSUs for this scenario.

Figure 4.1.1 shows the control panel of GUI. It contains all the options to set simulations.

In Figure 4.1.2a, it can be observed how the transmissions behaved in the whole
simulation on RANDOM MODE. The Figure 4.1.2b shows a closeup of the moment in
which the first highest number of hops took place, it was in step 177 with 44
retransmissions.
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4.1.2a shows a chart for the first scenario in random mode for
the whole simulation

4.1.2b shows a closeup of the first simulation for the highest
value.

The output screen displays the process of the whole simulation in RANDOM MODE. In
Figure 4.1.3 we can observe that car 29 began the V2V transmission with 28 to Cars
33, 55, 58. However, the transmission to car 58 in red failed because of
. On the
other hand, green lines show succeeded transmissions as car 47 with the accidents 28
and 29 to Cars 71, 72, 73, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54, 29, 31. Upon happening accident 31, the
car 47 sent the message to Cars 99 and 93 in the same step.
Step 177 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Available Cars:
[6,7,9,13,17,18,19,22,23,24,25,26,28,29,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,
59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,84,85,86,88,89,90,93,94,95,96,97,99]
Car 29 will send an emergency message to Cars 33, 55, 58
Car 29 could not reach Cars 58
Car 29 sent
emergency message to Car 33 via 29 -> 73 -> 71 -> 52 -> 55 -> 33 with accidents [28]
Car 29 sent
emergency message to Car 55 via 29 -> 73 -> 71 -> 52 -> 55 with accidents [28]
Car 29 sent
emergency message to Car 58 via with accidents [28]
Car 33 will send an emergency message to Cars 71, 72, 73, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54, 29, 31
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 71 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 72 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 72 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 73 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 48 via 33 -> 48 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 49 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 49 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 50 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 52 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 54 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 54 with accidents [28, 29]
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Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 29 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 29 with accidents [28, 29]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 31 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 with accidents [28, 29]
[Accident] Car 47 registered a new accident [31]
Car 47 will send an emergency message to Cars 99, 93
Car 47 sent
emergency message to Car 99 via 47 -> 99 with accidents [28, 31]
Car 47 sent
emergency message to Car 93 via 47 -> 93 with accidents [28, 31]
Figure 4.1.3 show a partial view of the general output for Scenario 1 in the Figure 4.3.

Coordinate Y

As a tool, the platform can generate node graphs. In the following Figure 4.1.4, we
could see the graphs for the node 33 which retransmitted both events 28 and 29.

Coordinate X
Figure 4.1.4 shows the view of the map of nodes in RANDOM MODE.

Moreover, if we used SINGLE ACCIDENT MODE to isolate the simulation for same car
33 from the 177 step, it shows an isolated result in the trace output. The result is shown
in the Figure 4.1.5 below.
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Step 177 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
[Accident] Car 33 registered a new accident [0]
Car 33 will send an emergency message to Cars 71, 72, 73, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54, 55, 58, 29, 31
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 71 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 72 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 72 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 73 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 48 via 33 -> 48 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 49 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 49 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 50 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 52 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 54 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 54 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 55 via 33 -> 55 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 58 via 33 -> 58 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 29 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 29 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 31 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 with accidents [0]
Step 178 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 179 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Car 33 will send an emergency message to Cars 37, 38
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 37 via 33 -> 58 -> 52 -> 50 -> 38 -> 37 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 38 via 33 -> 58 -> 52 -> 50 -> 38 with accidents [0]
Step 180 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 181 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 182 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Car 33 will send an emergency message to Cars 36, 63
Car 33 could not reach Cars 36, 63
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 36 via with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 63 via with accidents [0]
Figure 4.1.5 shows a partial output view using tracing cars and SINGLE ACCIDENT MODE.
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4.2 Routing vs Propagation Scenario
For scenario 2, we took the same car 33 and using the same mobility pattern to run to
get the results by SINGLE ACCIDENT MODE with routing module. The output is shown
in Figure 4.2.1
Step 177 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
[Accident] Car 33 registered a new accident [0]
Car 33 will send an emergency message to Cars 71, 72, 73, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54, 55, 58, 29, 31
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 71 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 -> 52 -> 54 -> 71 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 72 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 -> 72 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 73 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 48 via 33 -> 48 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 49 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 -> 49 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 50 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 -> 50 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 52 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 -> 50 -> 52 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 54 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 -> 50 -> 52 -> 54 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 55 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 58 via 33 -> 58 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 29 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 -> 29 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 31 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 -> 52 -> 54 -> 31 with accidents [0]
Step 178 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 179 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Car 33 will send an emergency message to Cars 37, 38
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 37 via 33 -> 58 -> 52 -> 50 -> 38 -> 37 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 38 via 33 -> 58 -> 52 -> 50 -> 48 -> 38 with accidents [0]
Step 180 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 181 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 182 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Car 33 will send an emergency message to Cars 36, 63
Car 33 could not reach Cars 36, 63
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 36 via with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 63 via with accidents [0]
Figure 4.2.1 shows a part of the trace output in SINGLE ACCIDENT MODE with routing module.
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By doing a comparison of both criteria, we show the results in Figure 4.2.2. In orange,
we have the result for Propagation module and without color for Routing module. As we
can notice in green, in some cases both criteria get the same results. This is likely to
there is a unique path.
=
Step 177 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
[Accident] Car 33
registered a new accident [0]
Car 33 will send an
emergency message to Cars 71, 72, 73, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54, 55, 58, 29, 31
=
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 71 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 -> 52 -> 54 -> 71 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 71 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 72 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 -> 72 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 72 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 72 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 73 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 73 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 with accidents [0]
=
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 48 via 33 -> 48 with accidents [0]
=
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 49 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 -> 49 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 49 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 49 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 50 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 -> 50 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 50 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 52 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 -> 50 -> 52 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 52 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 54 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 -> 50 -> 52 -> 54 with accidents [0
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 54 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 54 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 55 via 33 -> 48 -> 55 with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 55 via 33 -> 55 with accidents [0]
=
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 58 via 33 -> 58 with accidents [0]
=
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 29 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 -> 73 -> 29 with accidents [0
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 29 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 71 -> 73 -> 29 with accidents [0
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 31 via 33 -> 48 -> 50 -> 52 -> 54 -> 31 with accidents [0
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 31 via 33 -> 55 -> 52 -> 31 with accidents [0]
=
Step 178 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 179 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Car 33 will send an
emergency message to Cars 37, 38
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 37 via 33 -> 58 -> 52 -> 50 -> 38 -> 37 with accidents [0
=
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 38 via 33 -> 58 -> 52 -> 50 -> 48 -> 38 with accidents [0
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 38 via 33 -> 58 -> 52 -> 50 -> 38 with accidents [0]
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=
Step 180 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 181 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 182 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Car 33 will send an
emergency message to Cars 36, 63
Car 33 could not
reach Cars 36, 63
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 36 via with accidents [0]
Car 33 sent
emergency message to Car 63 via with accidents [0]
Step 183 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Step 184 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Figure 4.2.2 shows a comparison of routing criteria vs propagation criteria.

Coordinate Y

Coordinate Y

Now, we can see a comparison of isolated graph of node 33 to node 49. The Figure
4.2.3a and 4.2.3b show graphs for each criterion. We could notice that Propagation
criterion resulted with different selected nodes unlike routing criterion result.
Propagation works with distance between nodes and compares probability. Therefore,
short distances by propagation may cost more hops or take different nodes that routing
criterion.

Coordinate X
Figure 4.2.3a shows a path granted by routing module. We can
observe the path from 33 to 49

Coordinate X
Figure 4.2.3b shows a path granted by propagation module.
We can observe the path from 33 to 49
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4.3 V2I and Cooperation Scheme
In the scenarios 3, 4 & 5, we have only modified the amount of RSUs to test I2V and
V2I. We activated RANDOM ACCIDENT MODE and routing module to generate a
complete simulation. The RSUs were placed with center in 466, 633, 800, 966, and
1133 on X. We could see a V2I message from RSU 0 (366-566) to car 30 shown in
Figure 4.3.1a. Then, in Figure 4.3.1b is shown the V2I message. As we mentioned
previously, V2I is limited to communicate in single mode.
Step 927
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~
[Enter] Car 30 entered RSU 0 at
(372.93, 500.00)

Step 844
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~
Car 49 sent emergency message to RSU 0
via Car 49 -> RSU 0 with accidents [183,184

RSU 0 sent an emergency message to Car
30 with accidents [199]

Car 30 will send an emergency
message to Cars 10
Figure 4.3.1a shows in yellow, the message displayed when an
RSU inform a car.

Figure 4.3.1b shows in green, the message displayed when a
car delivers a message on RSU.

In Figure 4.3.2, we can observe that a message eventually can get the RSU through
V2V scheme by delivery in a single hop.
Car 48 will send an emergency message to Cars 72, 73, 52
Car 48 sent
emergency message to Car 72 via 48 -> 71 -> 52 -> 72 with accidents [9]
Car 48 sent
emergency message to Car 73 via 48 -> 71 -> 52 -> 72 -> 73 with accidents [9]
Car 48 sent
emergency message to Car 52 via 48 -> 71 -> 52 with accidents [9]
Car 52 will send an emergency message to Cars 48, 71
Car 52 sent
emergency message to Car 48 via 52 -> 71 -> 48 with accidents [10, 9]
Car 52 sent
emergency message to Car 71 via 52 -> 71 with accidents [10, 9]
Car 71 sent
emergency message to RSU 0 via Car 71 -> RSU 0 with accidents [10,9]
Figure 4.3.2 shows in orange, the message when a car delivers a message in RSU. The messages were coming car by car until
getting the RSU.

On the other hand, comparing V2V in scenario 4 and 5 among the 3 types of routing:
propagation, routing and cooperation criteria. Cooperation runs with 80-20% criteria for
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routing. Therefore, the result of propagation and the result of cooperation are likely to be
similar. For this scenario, routing vs cooperation is certainly different unlike cooperation
vs propagation. The following Figure 4.3.3 shows the differences in Single Accident
Mode for routing vs Cooperation.
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 32 via 22 -> 24 -> 35 -> 32 with accidents [0]
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 32 via 22 -> 45 -> 24 -> 35 -> 32 with accidents [0]
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 35 via 22 -> 24 -> 35 with accidents [0]
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 35 via 22 -> 45 -> 24 -> 35 with accidents [0]
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 41 via 22 -> 24 -> 35 -> 32 -> 41 with accidents [0]
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 41 via 22 -> 45 -> 24 -> 35 -> 32 -> 41 with accidents [0]
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 24 via 22 -> 24 with accidents [0]
Car 22 sent emergency message to Car 24 via 22 -> 45 -> 24 with accidents [0]
4.3.3 Shows a comparison of routing vs cooperation. In yellow, the result from routing module and in green, the result from
cooperation criteria.

4.4 Scenario “Fewest”
For this scenario, we have the smallest number of cars. Simulation ran with 10 autos in
1000 sec. We could observe that even though simulation ran with very few autos,
platform still have got ad hoc networks. There were moments in which no
retransmission or any communication occurred as it was expected in a live “low density”
network. We can see the behavior in Figure 4.4.1.

Figure 4.4.1 shows a chart with the result from “very few” autos, resulting
in lack of communication in several moments in the whole simulation
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In some time points the number of messages increased drastically because of nature of
events as bottleneck. On the contrary, sometimes there are no messages to form a
network because of lack of vehicles. Now, in Figure 4.4.2, we can observe a histogram,
the coefficient of variance can grant us an idea how the population behaves through the
time. In this scenario, some samples were suddenly raising thus the result was around
2.6. It means, there is heterogeneity within population.

Figure 4.4.2. Average of sent messages along the time with
variance = 0.514320843991 and mean=0.197802197802. The result
is the coefficient of variation = 2.6

4.5 Scenario “Full”
Now, the mobility pattern changed to emulate “high density” traffic with full resources on
play. We went on 2000 autos in 1000 seconds. There were 5 RSUs along the road.
Once again, we ran RANDOM MODE to find the sample. We have selected a high
density of retransmissions. In Figure 4.5.1 According to the expectations, it can be
observed how retransmission increased in “high density” population.
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Figure 4.5.1 shows the result of a scenario with “high density” traffic.

This following chart Figure 4.5.2 is the histogram with variance and mean value.
According to the coefficient of variance which was greater than 1, there were a lot of
heterogeneity. Traffic event as jams increased undoubtedly messages exchange.

Figure 4.5.2 shows the average of sent messages along the time with
variance = 511.586046321 and mean = 23.29304

In step 266, and for auto 190, we did a SINGLE ACCIDENT MODE. Figure 4.5.3a
shows the isolated behavior for this sample. In Figure 4.5.3b the complete graph can be
observed how the neighbors increased for the source node.

Coordinate Y

Coordinate Y
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Coordinate X
Figure 4.5.3a shows the view of isolated source and target

Coordinate X
Figure 4.5.3b shows the view of all of neighbors of node 190

Finally, we summarized if the tool meet “networking challenges”. Definitely, our
approach has demonstrated that was able to handle with communication schemes and
routing mechanism. Figure 4.5.4 shows the results of challenges.

Table 4.5.4 shows the networking challenges. The tool was analyzed
under V2V, V2I and V21 communication schemes.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Works
As it has been seeing, our platform worked successfully with different types of
communication: V2V, V2I. Among them, scheme V2V uses more computational time
due to large groups formed by. Until up to 2000 nodes were simulated because of the
space of the simulating area. This phenomenon got increased message exchange
among vehicles. The tool proved a good support in scalability with all the variables
active.
On the other hand, having emergency messages worked properly to test developed
routing ability. Thus, we completed comparisons between routing modules to test their
functionality. In this way, common protocols can be integrated later, or even new
protocols could be tested. Undoubtedly, this capacity opens up a great opportunity to
test different scenarios.
In addition to calculate the statistics as variance, mean value, it shows the results on
charts to have a visual approach of behavior. By this mean, planning and sizing can be
performed prior to designing networks. On the other hand, a summary file gets
generated where contains source id, target id, number of hops.
In a next step, mobility trace could be modified dynamically if a bidirectional link to
connect network to mobility be developed to exchange information. In the same way,
our platform will work with different vehicular mobility pattern such a SUMO or STRAW.
Events as safety or traffic messages could be modeled to optimize and influence
transportation and traffic. Therefore, the networking approach gets impacted and could
be evaluated simultaneously.
In a future stage, modeling data traffic, packet modeling, security will be factors to
increase complexity in networking model. In the same way, propagation service with
more complex process to increase realistic phenomena could be added. Variables as
reflection, diffraction, and scattering which are involved in the channel could be modeled
and included in the propagation service.
Not only for propagation but also for any service, a more complexity can be included.
These models can be provided directly to the sourced in the location
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src>logic>routing>module meeting the contract previously mention. In addition, MAC
and PHY layer can be included to improve propagation phenomena.
Contemporary platforms have not been implemented as parallel or distributed
frameworks. However, there is still work to do in order to improve them in despite of
they are sequential programs. To look for scalability improvement is the most important
factor to aim, shortly.
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Abbreviations and acronyms
VANETs Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications
V2I Infrastructure-to-Vehicle
RSU Road-Side Unit
ITS Intelligent Transportation Systems
OBU On-Board Unit
DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communications
TA Trusted authority
RVC Roadside-to-vehicle communication system
IDM-IM Intelligent Driving Model with Intersection Management
IDM-LC Intelligent Driving Model with Lane Change
IVC Inter-Vehicle Communications systems
RVC Roadside-to-Vehicle Communications
HVC Hybrid Vehicular Communication System
SIVC Single-Hop-Inter-Vehicle Communications
MIVC Multi-Hop-Inter-vehicle Communications
IDM Intelligent Driver Model
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